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About This Game
"When he morphs into a Ninja, You'd better Duck.
• Play as Maui. Play as the Ninja. Play as Maui. Play as the Ninja. Try not to get dizzy.
• Find the missing Shabuhm Shabuhm idol before your island paradise goes kaboom, kaboom.
• Hours and hours of intense gameplay, so pack plenty of attitude. And your big gun.
• Come beak to beak with Muddrakes, Rotting Pirates, Duck Zombies, Amazon Warriors, and a bunch of fowl-tempered
hangers on.
• Laugh in the face of danger across 23 stages from the top of a volcano, the bottom of the sea, the Realm of the Dead, and the
Ninja Training Grounds. Then get the heck out.
• Live every level like it's your last. 'Cuz it may be."
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Title: Maui Mallard in Cold Shadow
Genre: Action
Developer:
Disney Interactive Studios
Publisher:
Disney
Release Date: 30 Sep, 1996
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One of my favorite 2D sidescroll game.
Pros:
-Good music
-Great atmosphere
-Feels fast and fluid at 60fps
Cons:
-Lacks PC Port optimization
-Can't get Fullscreen working unless you use Steam Big Picture Mode to run Fullscreen
-Steam Controller is also not working
-Doesn't have the option to reconfigure button mapping for Xbox 360, Xbox One, and Steam Controller. However, you can
remap button mapping via Steam Big Picture Mode, regardless what controller you're using whether it's Xbox 360, Xbox One,
Steam Controller, etc.
Other thoughts: buy it at your own risk. I wish there's high resolution smooth filter in the game.. Great Game but....
Cons:
Zero optimization for PC or Controllers.
Cant get Steam Controller to work.
No Grafik option
Fullscreen only works on Steam Big Picture Mode
Pros:
The Game itself seems to run fluid but cant tell how far cause i had other problems to play it.
Addional Info:
I made it work on my noname psx Controller somehow. 2 other Controllers didnt worked.
When i try to configure Controller ingame, the game crash.
No matter which Controller template i try in big picture mode i cant get steam controller to work besides directional buttons.
After one of 3 Controller worked it still was very bad input and controller often did things on his own in this game. Not rly
playable like this atm.
I gladly like to upvote the game asoon the controller is configurable and working without any input problems.
Making the game working in fullscreen without the workaround shouldnt be too hard ether.
Any kind of grafical options like smooth grafic would be nice too.
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